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ARMIS™ BED COVERS

Soft Folding

Soft Rolling

Hard Rolling

Hard Folding

The new Rugged Ridge Armis truck bed covers offer Jeep Gladiator owners 
a broad selection of options to choose from, including soft and hard covers 
in a variety of roll-up and folding designs. Each product is engineered with 
functionality, strength and security in mind. Rugged Ridge’s Armis Bed Covers 
for 2020 Jeep Gladiator models are made in the U.S. and are backed by an 
industry-leading 5-Year Limited Warranty.

2020 Gladiator JT Part №

Armis Soft Folding Bed Cover 13550.21
Armis Soft Rolling Bed Cover 13550.22
Armis Hard Rolling Bed Cover 13550.23
Armis Hard Folding With LINE-X Bed Cover 13550.24
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The Rugged Ridge Arcus Front Stubby Bumper 
for Wrangler JL is anything but your typical 
budget-minded bumper. The Arcus represents 
a daring design departure from the typical, 
with an alluring stamped-steel body usually 
reserved for bumpers costing twice the price. 
This patented design utilizes a high-strength 
11-gauge steel shell surrounding a ¼-inch thick 
steel winch tray, capable of holding most model 
winches up to a 12.5k lb. rating (accepts Hawse 
or roller-style fairleads).

Wrangler JL / Gladiator JT Part №

Front Bumper 11549.04

Wrangler JL Part №

Rear Bumper 11549.04

JL ARCUS™ BUMPERS

We could tell you what’s behind the name, but we would prefer to define it. Venator 
represents a sharp departure from typical bumper design- a dominant form, carefully 
crafted in clay and then forged in steel. Muscular contours and chiseled facets combine 
with the Venator’s radical arches, creating a bumper that clearly complements the overall 
aesthetics of the JL / JT, rather than fighting them. It’s like nothing you’ve seen before. 
Patent pending.

VENATOR™ FRONT BUMPER
Wrangler JL / Gladiator JT Part №

Venator Front Bumper w/ Overrider 11549.41
Venator Front Bumper 11549.42
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The Rugged Ridge Spartacus Rear Bumper features a “stubby” body-width profile and some of 
the most advanced styling available on the market today. Crafted from sturdy 11-gauge steel, the 
Spartacus’ unique stamping process creates a high-strength bumper that is lighter than most 
aftermarket bumpers and is finished off with beefy recovery points and recessed vents with 
mesh inserts. Works with factory and most aftermarket tow hitches.

Wrangler JL Part №

Rear Bumper 11544.25

JL SPARTACUS™ REAR BUMPER

11540.31

11540.32
11540.36

Rugged Ridge HD Series Bumpers are trail-tested, proven 
designs that pack a serious punch. Whether you prefer the 
narrow, agile angles of our HD Stubby Front Bumper or the 
burly look of the Full-Width, you will love the aggressive off-
road presence they provide. Engineered to mount most any 
aftermarket winch for greater versatility and well-equipped 
to perform in the clutch with built-in jack lifting points at 
every corner and massive recovery hooks, each one dual-
drilled to work with both ¾ and 7/8-inch shackles (shackles not included). We’ve even designed an HD Rear Bumper to go out back, 
for a highly-functional, total bumper package. Add a beautiful satin black powder coat finish and the confidence of our Limited 5 Year 
Warranty and the choice becomes clear. Rugged Ridge HD Bumpers are the best-built bumpers in their price class…or any class.

Wrangler JL/JK & Gladiator JT Part №

Full-Width Front Bumper *11540.31
Stubby Front Bumper 11540.32
Rear Bumper (JL Only) 11540.36
HD X-Striker 11540.61
HD Over-Rider Bar 11540.62
*JL Wrangler with Rubicon flares will experience a small gap between the bumper and the flare. 

HD BUMPERS
Overrider (11540.61) sold separately. Overrider (11540.62) sold separately.
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Description Part №

HD Tire Carrier Kit, 18-20 Wrangler JL 11546.55

SPARTACUS™ HD TIRE CARRIER
The Spartacus™ HD Tire Carrier System provides the ultimate in 
strength and stability for mounting your oversized wheel and tire. 
Designed to manage the amplified force and vibrations produced 
during extreme off-road conditions, the precision die-cast 
aluminum Hinge Casting provides maximum strength without the 
excess weight of steel. US Patent No. D758,829

Rugged Ridge designed a simple, sturdy and highly-effective tag 
mounting solution that doesn’t break the bank or put holes in your 
body. The Tag Relocation Bracket takes the tag from its vulnerable 
pocket in the rear bumper and moves it far from harm, mounted 
securely and visibly on the spare tire carrier. Sturdy all-steel 
construction stands up to the rigors of off-road 
driving, while full adjustability allows for a 
wide variety of tire widths and offsets. It 
is fully compatible with factory rearview 
camera equipment.

TAG RELOCATION BRACKET

Wrangler JL Part №

Tag Relocation Bracket 11585.25

Wrangler JL Part №

Spare Tire Relocation Bracket 11615.61

Fitting 35-inch tires on the Wrangler JL is one of the easiest and 
most appealing upgrades around. The Spare Tire Relocation 
Bracket is designed to effectively mount a 35 x 12.50 tire upward 
3.25-inches and outward by 1.5-inches, giving you 
adequate clearance from the rear bumper while 
eliminating interference with the factory 
proximity sensors. Built from muscular 4mm 
thick steel and reinforced for added strength, 
and finished with a fine textured powder 
coat. Works with factory back-up camera and 
high-mount brake light equipment.

SPARE TIRE RELOCATION BRACKET
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ALUMINUM INNER FENDER LINERS

Wrangler JL / Gladiator JT Part №

Front 11615.61

Rugged Ridge Aluminum Inner Fenders are a straight-forward 
and clean way to complete the look of your Wrangler JL without 
breaking the bank. Crafted from lightweight aluminum plate, 
brake-formed and engineered for a precise fit making it a direct 
replacement for the front factory liners.

STEEL TUBE FENDER FLARES

Wrangler JL Part №

Front 11615.71
Rear 11615.72
Front and Rear 11615.73

Rugged Ridge Tube Fenders were engineered for those 
die-hard few that love leaving the pavement behind but 
despise the cringe-worthy sound of tire meeting flare. 
Outfit your rig to increase your tire clearance, reduce 
those horrible churning noises and find a whole new 
unpolished persona. 

The heart of the Rugged Ridge Front Bumper Skid Plate is an 
incredibly strong body stamped from 4mm thick steel plate 
and features a unified fold-and-weld construction to deliver 
full protection to the factory crash bar and electronic sway bar 
disconnect components. Designed to work with Rugged Ridge 
Arcus, Spartacus and HD Series bumpers, the Front Skid Plate helps provide a more 
finished overall appearance to the vehicles front end. With a durable light-textured 
powder coat finish that guards from rust and corrosion, it blends beautifully with 
factory trim and aftermarket components.

Wrangler JL / Gladiator JT Part №

Front Skid Plate 18003.61

JL/JT FRONT SKID PLATE
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The Max-Terrain Fender Flares find inspiration from the classic flat-fender styling 
featured on Jeeps’ earliest models and blend it with a refined rendition of the current 
JL factory flare, taking your JL’s off-road capability to the MAX! Max-Terrain Fender 
Flares are constructed from a durable injection-molded thermoplastic, chosen for 
its flexibility and impact-resistant qualities. The flares mount in a position that 
is high-to-the-body, delivering greater tire clearance for maximum suspension 
travel while off-road. Integrated two-color DRL tubes (Daytime Running Lights) are 
cradled inside the front support brace and highlight the flares leading edge, adding 
visual appeal while also improving on-road visibility. Installation is simplified with 
the included hardware and requires no drilling.

Wrangler JL Part №

Fender Flare Kit 11640.51

MAX-TERRAIN  FENDER FLARES

Wrangler JL / Gladiator JT Part №

Sahara 11640.91
Rubicon 11640.92

Wrangler JL / Gladiator JT Part №

Sahara 11640.95
Rubicon 11640.96

Modifying JL flares for off-road is easy with the Rugged Ridge Fender Chop 
Bracket Kit. By removing the bulky factory fender light assembly, you’ll have 
greater clearance for oversized tires with nothing to get between you and that next 
obstacle. Sturdy steel chop brackets install easily and lend support for the front of 
the factory fender flare, adding an aggressive new look. And since Jeeps don’t live 
solely off-road, we’ve built-in bullet-style side 
marker and turn signal lights to ensure safe on-
road operation too.  Brackets come in pairs, for 
both Rubicon and Sahara models, and feature 
a matte black powder coat finish that blends 
seamlessly with the factory flare finish.

Modifying JL flares for off-road is easy with the our Fender Chop Bracket Kit. By 
removing the bulky factory fender light assembly, you’ll have greater clearance 
for oversized tires with nothing to get between you and that next obstacle. Sturdy 
steel chop brackets install easily and lend support for the front of the factory 
fender flare, adding an aggressive new look. Dual-output DRL tubes provide a 
cool white running light by day that turns a vivid amber with your vehicles turn 
signals. Chop Brackets come in pairs, for both Rubicon and Sahara models. All 
installation hardware and instructions are included for a hassle-free install in 
record time.

FLARE CHOP BRACKETS

DRL FLARE CHOP BRACKETS
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We engineered the Amfib™ Snorkel System for Wrangler JL with an aesthetic 
design inspired by the JL’s fender vents, so that it looks more like a natural part of 
the vehicle. The low-mount intake is the focal part of the system. Also available is 
our high-mount ram intake. It mounts in minutes and pulls in fresh air from the 
top of the windshield for confident fording of rivers and streams. Also available is a 
pre-filter element for use in the dustiest of desert conditions. A convenient manual 
drain valve at the lowest part of the system allows any negligible water migration 
to be drained from the system.

Wrangler JL / Gladiator JT Part №

Low/High Mount Snorkel System 17756.31
Low Mount 17756.35
High Mount Extension 17756.36
Ram Inlet 17756.37

AMFIB™ SNORKEL FOR WRANGLER JL / GLADIATOR JT

17756.31 17756.35
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Rugged Ridge Fortis Tube Door Covers give JL owners the ability to enjoy the open air element of 
their Rugged Ridge Tube Doors while providing a higher level of containment for the passenger 
area and its contents. Nylon-reinforced mesh construction offers a sturdy barrier that installs 
quickly and easily. Highly functional and great-looking...you’ll wonder how you ever did without 
them! Sold in pairs.

FORTIS™ TUBE DOOR COVERS

07-18 Wrangler JK / JKU Part №

Front 11509.31
Rear 11509.32

Wrangler JL / JLU Part №

Front 13579.53
Rear 13579.54
Front & Rear 13579.55

Based on the popularity of the Wrangler JL Tube Door, the Fortis JK 
Tube Doors introduce a new spirit of freedom and strength, adding a 
renewed excitement to open-air driving. With a muscular perimeter 
tube design, adjustable hinges and an innovative rotary latching 
mechanism, Fortis Tube Doors for JK are the ideal complement to 
warm weather fun. Available in pairs for front & rear.

JK FORTIS TUBE DOORS
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Add crucial illumination where it’s needed 
the most with the Rugged Ridge Hawse 
Fairlead Light Mount Bracket. With 
sturdy all-steel construction and a rugged 
black powder coat finish, this bracket allows you to easily mount dual off-road 
lights or a single 10-inch light bar directly above the hawse fairlead. Universal fit 
for any vehicle equipped with a hawse-style winch fairlead.

HAWSE FAIRLEAD LIGHT MOUNT 
BRACKET

Description Part №

Hawse Fairlead Light Mount Bracket 11703.04

Description Part №

Cowl Light Bar Bracket 11232.71

Now Wrangler JL and Gladiator JT owners have a clean and simple way to add LED illumination 
to their rigs with minimal modification. The Rugged Ridge Cowl Light Bar Bracket Set mounts 
directly to the hood hinge mounting points on the cowl, an ideal placement for any 40” LED 
light bar to deliver maximum visibility on even the darkest trail. Sturdy steel construction and 
a tough satin black powder coat finish makes these mounts stable and virtually indestructible. 
Installation is simplified with the included mounting hardware and instructions.

COWL LIGHT BAR BRACKET

Enjoy the benefits of cowl-mounted lighting without sacrificing the 
overall appearance of your Wrangler JL. With a focus on simplicity, 
we developed a bracket set that supports a single pair of lights, or 
can be complemented by a second overlapping bracket to hold 
an additional pair of cubes. Choose from an Inside Cowl Mount 
Bracket for more centralized coverage, an Outside Cowl Cube 
Mount for a broad spread or a pair of each.  Sturdy 3mm thick plate 
steel construction provides a stable platform for your choice of 
off-road lighting, while a durable satin black powder protects from 
rust and corrosion. Teflon-coated hardware and spacers make for 
a clean and concise install.

COWL CUBE MOUNT BRACKETS

11232.72

11232.73

Wrangler JL / Gladiator JT Part №

Inside Mount 11232.72
Outside Mount 11232.73
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Wrangler JL Part №

C3 Cargo Cover 4-Door 13260.13
C3 Cargo Cover 2-Door 13260.14

A versatile Jeep deserves versatile accessories. Keeping you on-the-go with ease, the rear Configurable Cargo Cover (C3) offers complete 
protection for the rear cargo area of your Jeep Wrangler JL, keeping your interior pristine throughout your daily use by protecting your 
carpet and plastic trim from damage, scratches, pet claws, dirt, and other debris. This custom made and functional accessory also allows 
for a pet friendly space for your pet to rest during long road trips. The C3 Cargo Cover is compatible with rear fold and tumble seats making 
it both flexible and functional! The cargo cover also sports water resistant material, a flip out cover flap to keep dirt from falling into the 
rear tailgate door gap, and a built-in front curtain wall to keep items/pets from entering the front seat area. The unique side retention 
system insures your cover stays securely in place as you load and unload. With its easy install and removal, the Rugged Ridge C3 Rear 
Cargo Cover gives you the protection you need, when and where you need it!

C3 CARGO COVER, 2-DOOR JL

97-06 Wrangler TJ Part №

Factory Soft Top Hardware Kit 13501.03

Wrangler JL / JLU Part №

Wrangler JLU, 4-Door 11349.17
Wrangler JLU, 2-Door 11349.16

Now 97-06 Wrangler TJ owners can enhance their rigs with the added benefits of a 
Sunrider Top, making it easy to flip the roof open without having to stop to fold the entire 
top back. This replacement factory soft top hardware kit fits 97-06 Wrangler TJ models 
and includes all the hardware needed to convert a standard folding top into a Sunrider 
Top like what was found in later Jeep models. The kit includes door surrounds, bows, 
knuckles, straps, brackets, knobs, header bar, tailgate bar, pins, bumpers and screws.

WRANGLER TJ FACTORY SOFT TOP 
HARDWARE KIT

WINDOW VISORS
Rugged Ridge Window Visors are designed to vent your Wrangler JL’s 
interior with a fresh flow of air, reducing stale air and window fogging 
while improving overall cabin comfort. Wind noise is greatly reduced too 
as the visor keeps the rain outside as a crisp circulation of fresh air comes 
in. Rugged Ridge Visors are molded from a durable 2mm thick matte 
finished acrylic that is scratch-resistant and installs in minutes with the 
included double-sided automotive grade adhesive.
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Wrangler JL Part №

4-Door 11651.61
2-Door 11651.62

Rocker Panel Body Armor is a simple and affordable way to protect that lower body pinch 
seam, while adding striking off-road appeal. Built from impact-resistant polycarbonate 
for enhanced strength and durability, these rocker guards install easily with no drilling 
required. An attractive black matte finish accents OE flares and bumpers for a factory-
fresh appearance. Sold in pairs. Available for 2 and 4-Door models.

JL ROCKER BODY ARMOR

Synthetic Rope Winch Part №

10,000 lb, Trekker S10, Wireless 15100.08
12,500 lb, Trekker S12.5, Wireless 15100.25

Cable Winch - Wireless capable with № 15103.36 Part №

10,000 lb, Trekker C10 15100.07
12,500 lb, Trekker C12.5 15100.24

The Rugged Ridge Trekker Series of electric recovery winches 
offer today’s off-road enthusiast trail-proven reliability and 
impressive power, with the quality and features that ravage 
the competition. The brawn behind the Trekker Series lineup 
is the heavy duty 5.6 / 6.6 series-wound motor that delivers 
consistent pull strength through a bulletproof 3-stage 
planetary drive gear. A 212:1 gear ratio means you see quicker 
line speeds, getting you back to wheeling in record time.

TREKKER WINCHES

Wireless
Remote

Make sure you are prepared on your next adventure with the Roof Rack for 
Wrangler JLU hardtop models. With a low-profile design and sturdy steel 
construction, you can carry an additional 150 pounds of cargo overhead with 
minimal height increase. A spacious rack-mounted basket helps anchor 
your cargo while skeleton-style roof rails make securing the load with 
bungee cords or ratchet straps a breeze. And when your adventure continues 
through the night, we designed the front crossbar with recesses so you can 
mount up to four LED cubes, giving you deep-reaching illumination down 
trail. The Roof Rack installs easily for quick installation and removal. And 
don’t worry…it won’t interfere with the use of your Freedom Panels.

JL ROOF RACK W/ BASKET

Wrangler JLU Hardtop Part №

Roof Rack w/ Basket 11703.04


